SOLUTION BRIEF

IBM myBenefitsMentor
Help your consumers make informed
decisions when open enrollment time
comes around
Potential benefits

––Provides consumers with
a single, actionable plan
recommendation
––Helps reduce overinsurance
by illustrating best fit plan
options for each individual
––Often increases employee
participation in taxadvantaged health savings
accounts (HSAs)
––Can help improve employee
satisfaction
––Helps reduce administrative
burden during open
enrollment

Features

––Personalization based on
unique employee claims
experience
––HSA and flexible spending
account contribution and
tax-savings insights
––Multiple deployment
methods—letters,
enrollment system
integration, web access and
mobile device support
––Activity and outcome
reporting to measure
engagement and impact
––Near real-time updates
––Intelligent, side-by-side
benefit plan comparisons
tailored to each employee
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Empower confident healthcare
consumers
In our post-reform world, expensive and complex plan
designs seem to be the new reality. Consumers often
need help understanding the challenges and choices
involved in selecting their benefit plans. And to keep
expenses under control, you have to find ways to take out
the guesswork and help them make informed decisions.
Ineffective communication and education causes poor
understanding of medical benefit plan options—leading to
higher costs. Research1 shows, for consumers surveyed:
–– 90 percent keep the same benefits year-after-year
–– 73 percent don’t understand their policy changes
each year
––42 percent estimate they waste up to $750 per year
on their benefits
The open enrollment period is a critical time when
consumers are tasked with trying to predict their
future healthcare needs while understanding all the
options. It’s up to you to create an easier process.
Educating consumers to make the best plan choices
for them—quickly and easily— has been shown to
increase employee satisfaction and save money. IBM®
myBenefitsMentor™ can help.

Help your consumers make
informed decisions

Connect with your consumers in
three ways

myBenefitsMentor is a web-enabled tool that
provides information consumers can utilize to
make more informed benefit decisions. At the
heart of the solution is a personalized, historic
healthcare cost and utilization summary for
consumers and their families. This is the
foundation for comparing all the benefit plan
and healthcare savings options, and because the
information is customized to each consumer’s
personal situation, the choice becomes more
clear. And the solution is flexible. The IBM®
Watson Health™ team can work with you to
tailor our enrollment tool capabilities to your
organization’s unique needs and investment level.

myBenefitsMentor lets consumers access
enrollment guidance in a number of ways:

We know your bottom line is on
your mind
Using myBenefitsMentor, a Midwest university:
–– Realized $1 million in potential estimated
out-of-pocket savings
–– Attained an 87 percent employee use of the
tool
–– Achieved a 66 percent enrollment in Health
Savings Accounts (HSAs)

Web access
Watson Health can host myBenefitsMentor
information in a security-rich environment for
consumers, accessible via links on their employee
or enrollment system portal. Employees can
access the application through their mobile
phones or tablets.
Enrollment system integration
The myBenefitsMentor application can be
integrated with your existing enrollment system—
so users can move seamlessly through their
benefits decision experience.
Personalized, actionable decision support for benefits enrollment

Provide custom comparisons

myBenefitsMentor also provides personalized
comparisons of available plan options using
individualized information. The online solution
offers consumers a quick and easy way to
further customize their comparisons. After
enrollment, it allows you to access follow-up
analysis of engagement, satisfaction and the
potential impact on consumers’ healthcare
decisions for the following year.

Personalized communications
Watson Health works on our clients’ behalf to
provide consumers with a personalized decisionsupport letter before enrollment, incorporating
relevant open enrollment information, as well as
the consumer’s historic cost and use summary.

Recent enhancements
–– Provides a single, actionable plan
recommendation
–– Personalization based on unique claims
experience
–– Intuitive one-page application
–– Side-by-side plan comparisons
–– Supports mobile devices
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Get connected
email: watsonh@us.ibm.com
About IBM Watson Health
Each day, professionals throughout the health
ecosystem make powerful progress toward a
healthier future. At IBM Watson Health, we help
them remove obstacles, optimize efforts and
reveal new insights to support the people they
serve. Working across the landscape, from payers
and providers to governments and life sciences,
we bring together deep health expertise; proven
innovation; and the power of artificial intelligence
to enable our customers to uncover, connect and
act — as they work to solve health challenges for
people everywhere.
For more information on IBM Watson Health, visit:
ibm.com/watsonhealth

Footnote
1 Source: 2014 Open Enrollment Survey, conducted by Research Now on behalf
of Aflac, July 2014, https://www.aflac.com/business/resources/aflac-workforcesreport/default.aspx
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myBenefitsMentor is part of a collection of
resources which helps people evolve from
passive participants to active healthcare
consumers. Other products include:
–– IBM® Benefit Modeler®
–– IBM® Treatment Cost Calculator
–– IBM® Personalized Health Messaging

